
DJ KONTROL 3 WhiteDJ KONTROL 3 White

:: Product Description

 
* Professional 2channel MIDI controller for DJs (mobile, clubs, studio &hellip;) 
* Sturdy aluminum housing with high glossy polycarbonate top surface and stylish white/blue lighting. 
* Comes bundled with the latest version of VirtualDJ LE, the ultimate DJ-software that can even mix video clips! 
* Thanks to standard MIDI-communication this controller can also be used with any MIDI DJ-software you can imagine! 
* Most of the buttons are backlit: easy to use in dark venues. 
* Can be used on any modern laptop or PC, running Windows&reg; XP/Vista/7 or Mac&reg; OSX 
* Built-in 24Bit/192kHz premium quality sound card for excellent sound performance! 
* High resolution, touch sensitive scratch wheels with blue backlight 
* Needle drop sensors for ultrafast searching inside tracks. 
* 2 Channel mixer:  

* 3band equalizer with push kill function 
* DJ-mic input and PFL headphones output 
* Crossfader with curve adjustment. 
* Balanced XLR-masters (+ unbalanced cinch)   

* Easy plug &amp; play installation: no extra drivers or computer skills needed! 
* Fully optimized for use with VirtualDJ software:  

* "1-click" beat matching, automatic beat loops, instant beat detection, ... 
* Beat synced samplers, very accurate master tempo, 3 cue points per track, , &hellip; 
* Video mixing: creative mixing of video clips, including video effects! 
* Plays MP3, AIFF, OGG, WAV, CDA, WMA, and many more &hellip; 
* Fully iTunes compatible   
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* Upgrade to Virtual-DJ PRO at a discounted price!
Fully supported starting from VirtualDJ ver 7.0.5b PRO (build 380) 

* 5V power adapter included for increased working stability. 

:: Technical Information

&nbsp;&nbsp;  
  

* Power: via supplied power adapter, 5Vdc, 1A 
* Audio interface: 24Bit / 192kHz 
* Dimensions: 320(W) x 240(D) x 65(H) mm 
* Weight: 1,42kg  &nbsp; PC PLATFORM - MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS  

* Intel&reg; Pentium&reg; 4 or AMD Athlon™ XP 
* 1024 x 768 video resolution 
* DirectX compatible Soundcard 
* 512MB RAM 
* 50MB free on the hard drive  &nbsp; PC PLATFORM  -  MINIMUM RECOMENDED SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS  
* Intel&reg; Core™ 2 or AMD Athlon™ X2 
* 1280 x 1024 resolution 
* Multi-channel DirectX compatible Soundcard 
* 1GB RAM 
* 200MB free on the hard drive  &nbsp; MAC PLATFORM - MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS  
* Intel&reg; processor 
* Mac OS X v10.5 
* 1024 x 768 resolution 
* CoreAudio compatible Soundcard 
* 1GB RAM 
* 50MB free on the hard drive  &nbsp; MAC PLATFORM - MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS  
* Intel&reg; processor 
* Latest Mac OS X v10.6.x 
* 1440 x 900 resolution 
* Multi-channel CoreAudio compatible Soundcard 
* 2GB RAM 
* 200MB free on the hard drive 
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